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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains theoretical results and robust conclusions about the matrix structure of the 
traveling salesman problem. The results expand the research advances in [l] and [2] for classifying 
distance matrices, and in [3] for the 0,l traveling salesman problem. 
The classes of distance matrices which are analyzed in this paper are those for which an arc 
on an optimal tour can be identified in polynomial time. The 0,l case is given special attention 
because it is NP-complete. 
A traveling salesman problem on n cities is characterized by an n x n matrix C = [cij] where 
cij may be regarded as the distance from city i to city j. A tour for the salesman is a cyclic 
permutation on 1,2, . , . , n. The length of tour cr for C, denoted by f(u), is the sum f(a) = 
%7( 1) + %(2) --I- * * -+I+,,,(,,). A solution for distance matrix C is an optimal tour, which is a tour u 
such that the sum f(u) is a minimum over all tours. Distance matrix C is symmetric if cij = cji 
for all i and j. An arc connecting cities s and t is denoted (s, t). As self-loops (i, i) do not occur 
in tours, (a, b) or c,b will imply that a # b. An arc (s, t) is called optimai if there is an optimal 
tour u such that u(s) = t. We assume that n 14. 
2. GENERAL CASE 
THEOREM 1. Let C = [cij] be an n x n distance matrix. The arc (s, t) is optimal if whenever u is 
a cyclic permu tation on { 1,2 , . . . , n) such that U(S) # t, then cft +cea +c,,(,) 2 c,,(s) +cja +cdt 
or G(~) + cfr + cto(t) 2 cfo(t) + ctO(S) + cat where e = u -l(s) and f = u-l(t). 
PROOF. We will show that u can be transformed to a tour containing arc (s, t) and having length 
not greater than the length of u. We form tour Q by moving city s from between e and u(s), 
and inserting s between f and t. Then j(u) - f(o) = cjr + c,, + c,,(,) - (c,,(,) + cfd + c,t). If 
f(a) - f(o) < 0, th en we form tour 6 by moving city t from between f and u(t) in u and inserting 
t between s and u(s). In this case, f(u) -f(6) = c,,(,) + cft + eta(t) - (off + ct+) + cSt). Since 
we assumed that f(u) - f(o) < 0, the hypothesis of the theorem implies that f(u) - f(S) 2 0. 
It follows that arc (s, t) is optimal. I 
It can be shown that the reduction in dimension of Lemma 2 in [4] is a special case of Theorem 1. 
3. SYMMETRIC CASE 
THEOREM 2. Let C = [cij] be an n x n symmetric distance matrix. The an (s,t) is optimal 
if whenever u is a cyclic permutation on {1,2,. . . ,n} such that u(s) # t and u(t) # s, then 
Go(a) + %7(t) > cat + Co(s)C7(t) or ceS + cft 2 cdt + cef where e = u-‘(s) and f = u-l(t). 
PROOF. We will show that u can be transformed to a tour containing arc (s, t) and having length 
not greater than the length of u. We form tour LY by replacing arcs (s,u(s)) and (t,“(t)) with 
(s, t) and (u(s), u(t)), respectively, and reversing the order of the cities between u(s) and t. Then 
f(a) - f(o) = c,+) + cto(t) - (cSt + c,(,),(t)). If f(u) - f(o) c 0, then we form tour 6 by 
replacing arcs (e,s) and (f, t) in u with (e, f) and (s,t), respectively, and reversing the order of 
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the cities between s and f. In this case, f(a) - f(a) = ces + cf: - (cat + cer). Since we assumed 
that f(u) - f(a) < 0, the hypothesis of the theorem implies that f(b) - f(a) 2 0. It follows that 
arc (s,t) is optimal. I 
4. 0,l SYMMETRIC CASE 
THEOREM 3. Let C = [cij] be a 0,1 symmetric distance matrix. Lf a row of C has one or two 
entries whose value is 0, then each of these entries is an optimal arc. 
PROOF. Suppose row s has exactly one entry whose value is 0. Let c,t = 0 and cda = 1 when 
a # t. Then c,, + Ctb 2 1 2 cst + C&,. Thus, arc (s, t) is optimal by Theorem 2. 
Suppose row s has exactly two entries whose value are 0. Let c,t = 0 = c,“, where t # u and 
c,h = 1 when h # t, 21. If arc (s, t) fails the first inequality in Theorem 2, then for some arc (a, b) 
it follows that c,, + ctb < c,~ + c& = c&,. Therefore, c,, = 0 = ctb, c& = 1, and a = u. Hence, 
cse + ctf > 1 > c,t + cef when e # t, u. Thus, arc (s, t) is optimal by Theorem 2. I 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The subscripts in the inequalities in Theorems 1 and 2 imply that each of these theorems can 
be implemented in a 0 (n4) algorithm. Thus, identifying an optimal arc is a special case of the 
traveling salesman problem in the sense of [5-71. 
If arc (s,t) is optimal, then the dimension of the traveling salesman problem C = [cij], where 
cii = 00, may be reduced by deleting row s and column t. Since an optimal solution that contains 
(s,t) cannot contain (t,s), we may set ct,s = 00 and rearrange the columns of the reduced matrix 
so that the 00’s are on the diagonal. An optimal tour for the reduced matrix can be lifted to an 
optimal tour for the original problem. These techniques apply to the special case of the traveling 
salesman problem in [8] and [9], since the arc (~1, N1) in [9] is optimal by Theorem 2. 
If n < 5, then the dimension of every 0,l symmetric traveling salesman problem can be reduced. 
This follows because if row s has all zeros or all ones, then row s and column s can be deleted, aa 
shown in Section 4 of [lo]. If each row has zeros and ones, then some row has one or two zeros, 
and thus Theorem 3 applies. 
If n = 6 or 7, then it can be shown that each 0,l symmetric traveling salesman problem can 
be reduced in dimension or has an optimal tour of length 0. Thus, n = 8 is the starting point 
to search for a 0,l symmetric traveling salesman problem which does not have an optimal arc, a 
row of zeros, a row of ones, or a tour of length 0. 
For n = 7 there is one case of a 0,l symmetric traveling salesman problem where an optimal 
tour of length 0 is found by a positive linear admissible transformation to an equivalent 0,l 
symmetric traveling salesman problem. This case occurs when the nondiagonal entries in four 
rows of the distance matrix are 3 zeros and 3 ones, the nondiagonal entries in the other three 
rows (say rows i, j, and k) are 4 zeros and 2 ones, and cij = 1 = cik = cjke 
A linear admissible transformation is defined in [6, p. 911. We require the scalar /3 in the 
definition to be positive. 
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